We study perturbative unitarity and electroweak oblique corrections in the electroweak symmetry breaking models including an arbitrary number of neutral Higgs bosons. Requiring the perturbative unitarity of the high energy scattering amplitudes of weak gauge bosons and the neutral Higgs bosons at tree level, we obtain a set of conditions among the Higgs coupling strengths (unitarity sum rules). It is shown that the unitarity sum rules require the tree level ρ parameter to be 1 if there are only neutral Higgs bosons. Moreover, we find that the one-loop finiteness of the electroweak oblique corrections is automatically guaranteed once the unitarity sum rules are imposed among the Higgs coupling strengths. Applying the unitarity sum rules, we obtain severe constraints on the mass of the second lightest neutral Higgs boson and the lightest neutral Higgs (a 125GeV Higgs) coupling strength from the results of the electroweak precision tests as well as the unitarity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2012, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments confirmed the existence of a 125 GeV Higgs boson which interacts with the Standard Model (SM) particles. The current experimental results of the measured couplings of the Higgs boson are consistent with the SM predictions. However, the experimental uncertainties are still large. (For example, the 68% confidence level (CL) uncertainty of the coupling scale factor for weak gauge bosons is approximately 10% [2] .) The future LHC experiments with high luminosity and the International Linear Collider experiments are expected to be able to measure the discovered Higgs couplings strengths very precisely. If the discovered Higgs coupling strength with weak gauge bosons turns out to deviate from the SM prediction and there is no new physics beyond the SM, two problems occur at least. The first one is the violation of the perturbative unitarity of the high energy weak gauge bosons' scattering amplitudes. The other one is the appearance of non-renormalizable ultraviolet (UV) divergences in radiative corrections. The deviation of the discovered Higgs coupling strength is therefore evidence for new physics which makes the theory unitary and renormalizable. Can we predict the property of the required new physics if the measured value of the discovered Higgs coupling strength turns out to deviate from the SM prediction? In order to answer this question, we study perturbative unitarity and electroweak oblique corrections in the electroweak symmetry breaking scenarios only with neutral Higgs bosons. We find the precision measurements of the discovered Higgs boson are a great probe for investigating the upper mass bound of the extra neutral Higgs bosons.
II. UNITARITY SUM RULES AND FINITENESS OF ELECTROWEAK OBLIQUE CORRECTIONS
In this section, considering the electroweak symmetry breaking scenarios only with neutral scalar particles (Higgs bosons), we (re)derive two sets of conditions among the Higgs coupling strengths. The first set is known as "unitarity sum rules" which are required for the cancelation of the perturbatively unitary violating high energy scattering amplitudes of weak gauge bosons and the neutral Higgs bosons at tree level [3] . The other set is needed to guarantee the finiteness of electroweak oblique corrections at one-loop level. We then discuss how the unitarity sum rules are related with the finiteness conditions of the electroweak oblique corrections.
We apply the electroweak chiral Lagrangian technique to describe interactions between the weak gauge bosons and the neutral Higgs bosons in an SU (2) × U (1) gauge invariant manner. The Lagrangian L is given by
with L gauge , L χ , and L Higgs being the SU (2) × U (1) gauge Lagrangian, the SU (2) × U (1)/U (1) non-linear sigma model, and the Higgs Lagrangian, respectively. The L χ is given by
with U being the non-linear sigma model field which includes would-be Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Here τ a (a = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices. The definition of U and its covariant derivative D µ U are given by Ref. [1] . The coefficient β in Eq. (2) is related with the tree level ρ parameter, ρ 0 , as follows: ρ 0 = (1 − 2β) −1 . The neutral Higgs bosons (φ 0 n , n = 1, · · · N 0 ) are introduced as "matter" particles in the chiral Lagrangian. Interactions of these Higgs particles with the weak gauge bosons are described by
with
Each κ denotes the magnitude of the interaction of the neutral Higgs bosons.
We are now ready to investigate perturbative unitarity in the present framework. Evaluating the high energy scattering amplitudes of the longitudinally polarized weak gauge bosons and the neutral Higgs bosons, we can obtain a set of conditions among the Higgs coupling strengths which are needed to cancel the unitarity violating high energy scattering amplitudes. The unitarity sum rules at tree level are given by
W W → ZZ scattering :
Notice that if we combine Eq.(4), Eq. (5), and Eq. (6), we obtain a condition on ρ 0 ,
Thus the unitarity sum rules require ρ 0 to be unity or infinity in any electroweak symmetry breaking model if it only possesses neutral Higgs bosons. Thanks to the gauge invariance of the non-linear sigma model Lagrangian we use, we can also study radiative corrections in the present framework. Let us focus on electroweak oblique corrections, which can be expressed by S, T and U parameters for the model satisfying ρ 0 = 1 [4] . Since the non-linear sigma model Lagrangian is not renormalizable, non-renormalizable UV divergences appear in the electroweak oblique corrections. We can therefore investigate what conditions are required to cancel these non-renormalizable UV divergences. At one-loop level, the finiteness of the S, T and U parameters requires the following conditions among the Higgs coupling strengths:
Finiteness condition of the S parameter :
Finiteness condition of the T parameter :
Finiteness condition of the U parameter : 
III. CONSTRAINTS ON HEAVY HIGGS BOSONS
As discussed in the previous section, the one-loop finiteness of electroweak oblique corrections is ensured by the tree level unitarity sum rules. This allows us to evaluate finite contributions to the tree level scattering amplitudes of longitudinally polarized weak gauge bosons and the one-loop electroweak oblique corrections in any perturbatively unitary model only with neutral Higgs bosons. Both finite contributions can be expressed by the mass of the extra Higgs bosons and the discovered Higgs coupling strengths. Considering constraints on these finite contributions, we obtain the upper mass bound of the extra Higgs bosons as a function of the deviation of the discovered Higgs coupling strength. In this section, we investigate the constraints on the second lightest Higgs boson mass, M H , by using the perturbatively unitary argument and the result of the electroweak precision tests (EWPTs).
The perturbative unitarity requires the maximum eigenvalue of the S-wave transition matrix between W W and ZZ states should be less than one-half [5] . This condition gives us a constraint on M H as follows:
Here M h denotes the mass of the discovered (the lightest) Higgs boson h and κ V ≡ κ h ZZ = κ h W W denotes the coupling strength of h, which satisfies the unitarity sum rules given by Eq.(4)-Eq. (6) .
On the other hand, using the unitarity sum rules, finite corrections to the S and T parameters for sufficiently the heavy extra Higgs bosons, M H ≫ v, can be approximated by
Typical value of U parameter prediction is much smaller than the measured value of the U parameter uncertainty 10 −2 , we therefore neglect the U parameter constraint. Let us compare the unitary bound and the constraints on the S and T parameters [6] . These constraints on M H are summarized in the left-side of Figure 1 , where ∆κ V = κ V − 1 denotes the deviation of the 125GeV
Higgs coupling strength. The hatched area is disfavored from the perturbative unitarity. The 95% and 99% CL excluded areas from the EWPTs are shown by gray and dark-gray, respectively. We then find, for ∆κ V ≤ −0.008 (∆κ V ≤ −0.03), the constraints on the S and T parameters at 95% CL (99% CL) give more stringent bound on M H than the unitarity bound. Furthermore, we compare these constraints with the results of the LHC direct search for the heavy neutral Higgs boson, shown by the right-side of Figure 1 
IV. SUMMARY
We consider the electroweak symmetry breaking models including an arbitrary number of neutral Higgs bosons. Using the electroweak chiral Lagrangian technique, interactions between these Higgs bosons and weak gauge bosons can be described in a gauge invariant manner. Thanks to the gauge invariance of our Lagrangian description, we can investigate a relation between the tree level perturbative unitarity of the longitudinally polarized weak gauge bosons' scattering amplitudes and the one-loop finiteness of electroweak oblique corrections. We find the one-loop finiteness of the electroweak oblique corrections is automatically guaranteed by the tree level perturbative unitarity sum rules. Applying the unitarity sum rules, we can test any perturbatively unitary model with neutral Higgs bosons extension by the results of the electroweak precision tests as well as the perturbatively unitary argument. These constraints give us the upper mass bound on the second lightest neutral Higgs boson as a function of the deviation of the discovered Higgs coupling strength. Once the deviation of the discovered Higgs coupling strengths with the weak gauge bosons is experimentally confirmed in future experiments, these results can be used to predict properties of the extra neutral Higgs boson.
